Name: Hanzabuh Cuddy.
Name Pronunciation: [HANDS-uh-buh KUHD-dee].
Middle Name: Jane.

Title: Sanguinati Apprentice of Magic.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Snuffinumbra.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Sanguinati apprentice of magic (First level).

Address: Hanzabuh Cuddy lived in Mystic City with her father in book one, but
soon moved into her coven house, Umbrage Underground, located at the
Sublevel at 64 Fridline Alley, Mystic City, in the heart of Severance,
Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: June 17, 1997. Severance, Hoopenfangia. She is 13
years old in Book One, Curse of the McRavens.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: 4’ 7’’ / 200lbs. / Long, fat pigtail
braids; a double chin; and a pale, puffy face. She wears girly clothing, enormous
hair bows, odd hair ornaments, and walks very fast.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. /Caucasian. / Has Irish
ancestry.
Parents' Names & Occupations: Father: Bougre Cuddy [Boo-gruh KUHD dee].
Bougre owns and runs an egg market called Eggs Unlimited.
Other Family Members: Second cousin: Woodruff Cuddy. [Wood-druff KUHD dee]
Social Class: Middle.
Magic Specialties: Seeing auras. She loves to diagnose people with a bizarre
prognosis or three.
Magic Wand: 10-plus-inch redbud wood with a thick hematite handle.
Familiar: Hanzabuh has a female squirrel named ‘Chiggers.’
Community Status: Hanzabuh sucks up to Marston and Twila Diamone and
carries their books and such, so they allow her to tag along in their elite circles,
when, normally, the Sanguinati elite have little care for her or her father.

Hanzabuh is seen as chauvinistic and thinks all men are vermin.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Traditional Sanguinati.
Hobbies/Recreations: Hanzabuh wants to fly a besom, but she spends most of
her time putting on disguises before dumpster diving and rummaging around
garbage urns.
Ambitions: Hanzabuh wants to become a Spurgmulin aerowachee.
Sense of Humor: Audacious humor, exaggeration, and shock. For no obvious
reason, she laughs to herself in intervals and during serious occasions.
Voice: Loud with a breathy chortle. Always saying something like, “I swear, I’m
gonna check myself into Grossatete Sanatorium.” She speaks with clipped U’s at
the ends of sentences, and she clips other words sometimes.
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